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So we believe tha 

how much time you yet have and whether you want to see the 
members of the staff, and it takes sometime for me to try to 

tell you about each of these areas, our approach. 

Uha•t is your pleasure? 

Rep. Boggs. I think we had better do it as quickly as we 

can. 

The Chairman. All.right, go ahead. 

Mr. McCloy. The appointment I_have at the White House has 
been cancelled. 

The Chairman. Go right ahead. 

Mr. Rankin. The first area is the day of the assassination, 
and all of- the various elements that are involved in that, 
and that includes the plans for the trip, the program at the Trade 
VIM, the checking out of that area to be sure that it was secure, 
all of the steps that wore made by the Secret Service in that 
regard, the col,laboration between the police, and the Secret 
Service, and any other agencies such as the county sheriff 

In connection with the parade and the route that was 'designated 
or planned. 

The decision as to when that material would be released 
to the public, and the date of the release. The fact that 

the intention of the President to go to Dallas wan not indicated 
in the press until in October, but the fact that he was going 
to Texas as distinguished from Dallas was indicated September 26. 

September 25 is the date that Oswald went down to Mexico City, and 

Report (p. 3011 asaarto 
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the article about the President cowing to Te:as was in :;ho paper 

on that day before he went to ReUco City as Ear as we can 

determine. 

Now, we have dif:ficulty determining the exact time that 

he went to Nexico City, because the exit record on the border 

is such that it extends from the period 8 in the morning until 

7 at night, and he was shown to have passed through but the 

exact time ic not shown by the materials we have yet. 

Nowever,ve do have a record that he was supposed to have gone 

one way by car and one way by bus, and they havorit gotten the 

exacl; time on the bus For us, and they haven't Got the story 

of what -- who he went with in the car. 

So that it is important to keep in mind in connection with 

that the fact that ho could have known that the President was 

probably coming to Dallas, because roe think that, and we have 

checked this out somewhat, that if the President was going to 

Dallas on what was a political trip, and this was a political 

as distinct from a governmental. 

rjr. MoCloy. You said Texas, not Dallas. 

Nr. nankin. F:esumably, ha would not go to Stuaton or 

San Antonio without going to the Dallas area. That it has been 

in the nature of politics that Presidents in Going to Texas 

make it a point to try to get to the middle area as well as the 

Houston area if they are going to go there on political trips. 

So wo believe that it is reasonable' to assume that the moment 

The Report (p. 3C4) asserts that Oswald returned from Meiioo by bun, not by oar. 
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it appeared in tha papers on September 26th that the President 
decided to go to T.xaa, even though he didn't specify Dallas 
or Port Worth, that it was probable that he was going to go there. 

We also checked with the Secret Service people, andithere 
was, as you may recall, another building that,would have served 
well as the purpose of thamectingi despite the Trade tart and 
that was the Woman's building. It was located In a different area 
of the city. But the Secret Service people say that a President 
would be expected to go down the pain Street and having hio parade, 
and so forth, and if either way it would be expected that he would 
go down Houston Street, which enters into Elm, one way if 
he use from the Woran's Building he could come down from the 
other section of the city and come to Houaton which would be 
right by the window on the sixth floor of the Depositary Euilding 
where, as you recall the pictures, he would have an excellent 
shot. right down Houston Street in order to go over to Main or 
if you go the other way around, An order to go the Trade }Cart, 
Building he would come down rain, go down Houston and Elm like 
he did. 

So that to anticipate that this particular location would 
be a prime location for anything like this depending upon either 
ot the probable places where he would have such a banquet 
or a dinner is reasonable in light of our conversations with the 
Secret Service, and how they would expect a parade route to be 

laid out. 
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he tried to get a visa at the Cuba
n Embassy, and he tried to get 
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and we have a very limited report 
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 knew nothing about him, didn't 
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The Report and the evidence leave no doubt that the Oewalds planned to leave Rem 

Orleans for Dallae long before September 26, 1963. Rankin's files contained this 

information before he miainformed the Carnelian-loners. If what he here &aye has 

lemming, it has to relate to oonepdracy, not to Oswald. Whet the Report says (p. 413) 

/et In September...He [Oeveld] approved arrangements for hie family to return to 

Irving, Termea....On September 20, 1963, Mrs. Ruth Paine and her two children arrived 

is yes Orleene...and left...with Marina Oessld and June and most of the Ossaldie 

effects 3 days later....0swald left for Mexico City an September 25..." 

What Rankin tells the Commissioners "ir possible" sae, from the evidence by than 

in hand, totally lixemsible. 
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It also indicated 'that he had a limited villa from the United 

States, and, therefore, could not expect to got another one in 

connection with his travels down in Mexico. 

Mr. Dulles. Me don't give visas tc Mexico. 

Mr. Rankin. It was a border crosuing. 

Mr. Dulles. I thought these travel things in Mexico none 

limited. 

The Chairman. A travel permit for two weeks. 

Mr. Rankin. Fifteen days. 

Mr. Julies. I think that is Mexico and not the United 

States. 

Sen. Cooper. Trying to get them to speed up their actions. 

Mr. Rankin. Yes. 

So that we have a wide range of inquiry yet in Mexico City 

as to the seven days and his activities there. 

sen a  Russell. Who has been doing the investigating in 

Mexico? 

Mr. Rankin. The C.I.A. has been working with us in regard to 

that area, and the F.B.I. has an attache there who has done coma 

work but most of it has been by theC.I,A., and. we have a 

question there of how much of our information.we have gotten 

from the F.B.I. in an exhibit to the C.I.A. and prior to.that, 

and we need some instruction with regard to that. 

Now, we are going to have a meeting with the agencies and see 

if it iu acceptable to them in such a meeting to supply the 

Pc aa .3:aaple of the Camalasion's Lank of iaoreatigatioa Lets Oswalt'. trip to Momice. 
aaa p. 165. 
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1.10:0 Ossideo trip to )Sun.. 
	

This map in foot encored the motorcade going other than it did. 
It is reproduced is 

Mtn-WASH, p. 23. 
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th the agencies and see 
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information themzelveu rather than having the Commission supply 

the infotion it hat roceived from any of the agencies to these -- 

the C.I.A. and other people that we will need help from. 

Sen. Tussell. Mt. Ranvin, have you given any thoughts to the 

fact that Oswald was not familiar with Dallas. He had this road 

map to ao around to inquire for jobs and yet you are assuming that 

he !mow all about these routes and everything else, then he 

posted 'himself up there to shoot the President, if he did in fact 

shoot him, and of course the evidence seems to be overPhelmina 

that he did. That has caused me to believe that he had to have 

someone somewhere to advise him about that. 

Pr. Ranftin. Well, that Mation article iG very interesting, 

Senator, in regard to your question, because -- 

Sen. Russell. I haven't read that article, but that occurred 

to me at the outset. Everybody said he posted himself there 

and got this employment and all, but he was not familiar with 

Dallas. Apparently he hadn't lived there -- 

Mr. McCloy. It was published in the Dallas paper with an 

arrow shorting what the direct line was to be two days before 

the Prculdent came, I mean the Dallas paper had a diagram showing 

him coming down the street and going -- 

Sen. Russell. But hehas already been in Mexico City before 

that, some time before that. 

mr. UcCloy. Y,s, that is true. 

Kr. Rankin. This article sets out in come detail there a 


